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President’s Message

T

  hanks to the ongoing outreach of many of our board
members, our outstanding club journal, and the outreach
to prior members by our Secretary Anne Bentley, MCA
membership continues to experience tremendous growth. Our
Editor, Producer, and our amazing contributors have all helped
in making The MCA Advisory a publication that consistently
sets high marks for content and creative design, resulting in a
worldwide roster of members. I am overjoyed to report that
as of our last quarterly board member’s conference call, our
membership is at an all time high! That said our mission is not
complete and I encourage each of you to work towards bringing
in new members.

The 2016 club medal program was a success and the book
has been closed on it. The final order tally came to 30 bronze
medals and 20 in silver. As some of you already know, the 2016
medal represented my last year as medal chair. It has been a
great experience and I was lucky enough to work with many
great individuals. I want to thank Gerry Muhl, Alex Shagin,
Barry Tayman and Ron Thompson for their tireless work. I am
excited to announce that David Menchell and Ira Rezak have
taken over the project and are already hard at work on the 2017
medal, I can’t wait to see what they have in store for us.

Anyone who plans to attend this year’s ANA summer seminar
in mid-June in Colorado Springs will have a treat awaiting
them. Our own David T Alexander, founder of MCA, and Dr.
David Menchell will be teaching a course during the second
session entitled “Introduction to Medals and Meal Collecting.“
It promises to be the highlight course of the summer session.

Skyler Liechty

Until next time,
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Introduction by the Editor

A

s mentioned in our last Introduction, Harry Salyards
writes a mean editorial. In the January 2016 issue
of Penny-Wise, he notes the long upward bias in the
prices of large cents but wonders whether this trend may be in
the process of being reversed. As negative factors, he cites 1)
the greying of collectors; 2) the growing importance of grade
over rarity and other cerebral factors; and 3) the increasing
flow of ever improving counterfeits. It may be, he surmises,
that you will not get back the money you laid out.
These are all three important issues, but the one most
relevant to MCA is “the greying of collectors”. John Sallay
makes a brilliant analysis of lost generations to come in “The
Evolution of Medal Collecting, Part III” (see Jan-Feb issue).
We can’t argue with the negative implications for numismatics
in general but we do believe that medal collecting has
sufficient allure to be the exception. Our strategy can be
1) to rob bodies from other collecting specialties (for which
apologies in advance) and 2) to make a determined point of
growing some of our own.
Regarding the latter, we have introduced two grandsons
and one grandnephew to numismatic pursuits. It is far too
early to boast of any success, but the effort is a great deal of
fun. By being two generations removed, we have a stature
entirely different than that of parents and that we can
leverage without putting undue pressure on our protégés. Try
it if you haven’t already.
The shift in tastes between generations has us worried
about the hobby in general but not about Medal Collectors of
America. In theory, the Club could easily be twice its present
size but the corpus of collectible medals grows very slowly.
Many would complain that there are not enough medals
to go around as it is. As to potentially thinning ranks, the
collecting of medals offers so much bang for the buck that,
if the pie does begin to shrink, our tiny slice of the pie can
grow without requiring us to beggar our neighbors more than
a little.
Club members Len Augsburger and Joel Orosz along
with Roger Burdette have authored Truth Seeker, the Life of
Eric P. Newman. The Newman story, the broad outlines of
which are known to virtually every collector, are fleshed out
in detail. Eric P. Newman is (at age 104) an achiever and his
achievements are so impressive as to be naturally uplifting.
However, what removes this book from ordinary biography
is the inclusion of the inside story on two near cataclysmic
events: 1) the recovery of the 129 large cents removed from
the American Numismatic Society by Dr. Sheldon and 2)
the story of the forging of California gold coins and ingots
distributed by John J. Ford, Jr. and allegedly made by him in
partnership with his friend Paul Franklin. These tales make
for gripping reading and you will not want to deny yourself
the pleasure of being brought under the tent.
Ben Weiss has authored a truly outstanding study of
English history, using medals to guide the way. Part I of
“How a German Became King of England: A Medallic
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History of Religious Conflicts in Britain” appears in the
current issue. Part II, which covers the Hanoverian Dynasty
up to the present, will appear in the May-June issue. The
author does an ingenious job of selecting medals that tell the
story and then explains in detail the meaning of the legends
and the iconography. At the root of the narrative lies a sober
reminder that the British royal succession is based on the
Act of Settlement, which excludes Catholics, Jews and, until
relatively recently, women from the throne. Readers will
wish they could have their history served up by Ben forever
after.
Also in this issue are contributions from Geoffrey Bell,
Lev Tsitrin and Fernando Chao. We are blessed to have such
an incredibly distinguished group of authors and fear only
that others of lesser numismatic renown may hesitate to step
forward in the future. To these we say, whether or not your
prose reaches the exalted levels set by Geoffrey, Lev and
Fernando, the staff of The Advisory will polish your words
until they shine.

Letters
From: Harry Waterson
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2016 12:31 AM
To: Adams, John
Subject: John Paul Jones Medal
Dear John,
Last summer I was at the Library of Congress going through the correspondence
of the Sec. of the Navy Josephus Daniels
in 1918. I was looking for correspondence about the Navy Medal of Honor,
Navy Cross and DSM. I did not find what
I was looking for but I came across the attached exchange. The letters are self-explanatory. The John Paul Jones medal is
not within my area of competence but I
felt I should at least copy them and pass
them on to ye who wrote the book. They
may be old news to you and if so, that’s
fine, but I would really have felt terrible if
I ignored them and later found they were
of import. It is always the way. I set off
looking for one thing and serendipity
strikes and I find something entirely different. I hope you find them of interest.
Congratulations on your ANS recognition
and all the best for the new year.
Harry
From: Adams, John
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 8:55 AM
To: Harry Waterson
Cc: Anne Bentley
Subject: RE: John Paul Jones Medal
Good morning, Harry - It is
most thoughtful of you to share this
correspondence with me. The vast
majority of researchers would have left it
on the cutting room floor.
I have shared your enclosures with
my colleague, Anne Bentley. A trained
skeptic, she smells a rat. For my part, I
accept the story but would agree that
Ms. Ingraham is less a would-be patriot
and more a conniving scavenger. At
any rate, it is a most colorful exchange
of correspondence. The research value
in it all, if you accept the story, derives
from that wretched image of the medal:
not many John Paul Jones medals come
with hangars so it useful to know what an
“authentic” hangar for that medal looks
like.
My thanks, Harry for having the
generosity of spirit to think of me. My
very best, John
March / April 2016
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Letters continued
[Readers will be interested in the insights of
these two connoisseurs of the medal. Ed.]
From: Fernando Chao
Sent: Feb 27, 2016, at 10:16 AM,
To: Anne Bentley
Subject: George Trask Article
Dear Anne:
Congratulations on your article! I agree
with you that it’s more a medal than a
token, as no kind of retribution was involved, excepting better health conditions
for the awarded. But the best part of it
was the story behind the medal.
You’ve described in few lines the personality of that precursor of anti tobacco,
Rev. George Trask. His good deal of humour, his relative expectations of success
and the way he did his job! It was a pleasure to read it.
I always try to find “the man behind the
medal”. The story that is hidden and deserves to be told. Sometimes it’s the man
who decided its production, sometimes
the artist, but if there’s some way to tell
how humans intervene, I believe it’s worthy writing about it.
Big hugs
Fernando Chao
From: Anne Bentley
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2016 10:31 AM
To: Fernando Chao
Cc: Adams, John
Subject: Re: Your article
Thank you so much for your kind words,
Fernando. I found Rev. Trask to be endearing, certainly zealous in his causes...
but I suspect that his efforts to save humanity-- albeit with self deprecating humor and a twinkle in his eye--probably
made him a tad uncomfortable to live
with J I’m looking forward to visiting
with you at some point during your trek
to the US this summer. Hugs back to you,
Anne

From: Tony Lopez
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:46 PM
To: Adams, John
Subject: PCv-6E variety analysis
Hi John,
I have attached my notes I made when
comparing the two PCV-6E examples
Rare Legacy vs. Adams-Chao plate example.
There is a long list of characteristics on
both obverse and reverse that clearly
prove that the Rare Legacy example displays a later stage of the PCv-6 die. I am
also attaching a close-up I had in my files
of the stippling below the branch on the
Rare Legacy example which supports the
late die-state conclusion.

Despite the obvious later die state, there
is enough greater detail throughout the
Rare Legacy example that it appears to
have been heavily re-engraved to bring
up the details.
In the process of re-engraving, there are
at least three distinct designs that were
added/recut or removed; the tower above
the city on the obverse was added; the
lowest curl on the left shoulder was removed; and on the reverse, the farthest
right building was made larger with a
third window added.
I believe that these last three elements,
as well as the broken O on GLORY are
significant and noteworthy enough that
they can be easily described on the phone
to identify this variety and differentiate

FCv-6E Rare Legacy vs. Adams Chao Plate Analysis
Chronology of obverse die using stippling:
1) 6E
2) 6G
3) 6H
4) 6F
5) Present Example
Present example must be the latest die state when compared to 6-E – 6H due to the
following characteristics of die wear which do not appear on any of the other four
medals:
Obverse:
 O in GLORY is broken
 Y in Glory is missing base
 Stippling in field between BRIT and below bottom left branch of tree is
barely 			
visible
 Sides of coat blend into field – especially on the left side
 Lowest left hair curl on shoulder is missing
 Die Gouge in field between tree and Vernon’s head
 More significant die break at D at 12 o’clock
Reverse:
 Break in line under I in SIX
 Break in line under I and P in SHIPS
 Break in shoreline below 3rd building from right.
 Far leftwindow and structure of left fort is almost completely obliterated

Evidence of design re-engraving:
Obverse
 Position of hair curls on left shoulder is different
 Tower above city on obverse reappears
Reverse:
 Far right building has left portion of building and 3rd window added
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Letters continued
it from the Adams-Chao plate example
FCv-6E variety.
Let me add another possibility - when going back and forth looking at the obverse/
reverse designs and comparing one detail
to the same detail on the other medal, you
realize that there are seemingly an infinite number of differences, perhaps far
too many to be comfortably attributable
to die wear, or re-engraving (or medal
wear).
Use the obverse and reverse side by side
graphics attached to see for yourself what
I am seeing. There are as many differences as similarities. Using a transparent
overlay, the medals fit in some details,
and are off on others (though this could
be the angle of the camera). Is it more
plausible to say that both medals were
struck from different dies hubbed from
the same die or medal – with one or both
being then further engraved to bring up
various details? This would account for
there being so many similarities (common die matrix) and so many differences
(separately engraved details on separate
dies).
Regardless of what the Rare Legacy is in
terms of the die used to strike it, there is
no doubt that it is the latest die state of the
PCv-6 varieties – and that it is significantly different from the PCv-6E; enough so
that it should qualify as a “variety” using
any of the generally accepted criteria for
a separate variety used by numismatists.
I hope all this helps. Ultimately, as designated Vernon Gurus, the call must be
made by you or Fernando.
Best, Tony
[Fernando and I want to hear what you
readers think. Is Tony’s piece a new
variety or is it not ? Ed.]

March / April 2016
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TWO ENGLISH MEDALS – One Design, Two Opposite Purposes
1806 – The British Armies’ conquest of Buenos Aires, key
to the possession of the Rio de la Plata Viceroyalty and
their immediate defeat.
Constrained by the constant fights against the French Empire
and its allies, Great Britain had lost the possibility of commerce with Continental Europe. Napoleon’s successes transformed old allies in to current enemies. The Low Countries
were a case in point. After the occupation of those territories,
the French Emperor had imposed his brother Louis as King
of Holland. Since then, that
country had become an enemy,
as were its colonies.

but its numerous colonies as well.
The Virreinato del Río de la Plata was one of the poorest
of the Spanish American colonies. Nevertheless, Buenos
Aires was a port and it provided for the occupying forces the
entrance to huge territories and the opening of an important
market for the declining British commerce.
Not only was the silver and gold from Buenos Aires sent to in
London but lso, a request was made for a propaganda medal
both to celebrate the military success but, more important,
to be given freely to the common
people as a sign of allegiance. We
attribute this request to Beresford
himself, as he was the highest
ranking officer in charge of the
new government established in the
recently occupied region.

One of the most desirable colonies was the Cape of Good
Hope Colony in Southern
Africa. In early 1806 a large
fleet with a well-equipped
The design and text were cleverly
army was sent from England
taken. On the obverse, there is a
to defeat Dutch troops in those
representation of the Holy Family.
territories and to occupy them.
Seated on the left is the Virgin Mary
The resistance was so weak
holding on her lap the Infant Jesus
that the success of the mission
with a halo around his head and
was easy, fast and complete.
Two of the high ranking offion the right, standing and holding
cers from that expedition dea walking staff, Saint Joseph. On
cided to use the large remainthe lower part under the devices,
ing quantities of ammunition
the legend LA VERDADERA FÉ,
and food reserves in the ships.
(The true faith). It was an image
The naval commander, Adfrequently used in various religious
miral Sir Home Popham, had
medals. As a side note, “The true
evolved a plan for an eventuFaith” didn’t mean the same as
al attack on Buenos Aires, a
“The true Religion,” something the
small and defenseless town in
Catholics would quickly notice.
South America and convinced
Mayor General William Carr Beresford
Brigadier General William Carr
On the reverse is a legend in ten
Beresford to bring his troops with him in that enterprise, withlines, partly poetic in cadence, that expresses a philosophy
out bothering to inform the Admiralty.
of government: DIVINAS / Y HUMANAS / LEYES
The crossing of the Atlantic was easy and, by the middle
of June, the fleet was facing the Río de la Plata and Buenos
Aires. The original plans included an attack on the village
after disembarking on its Southern coast. The marshes there
impeded the advancing troops but, on June 25th 1806, the city
surrendered after a token resistance given that the Spanish
troops were few in number and mostly unarmed. The Viceroy Marqués de Sobremonte had fled with part of the treasury to Córdoba in the central part of the territory. Beresford
replaced the existing authorities, naming himself as acting
Governor.
Large amounts of money still remaining in some official
departments were taken and sent to London. Upon the arrival
of these spoils, the British celebrated the acquisition of such
seemingly immense territories. We must remember that, by
1806, Spain and its King Carlos IV were French allies and as
such were also British enemies, not only continental Spain

8 March / April 2016

RESPETADAS / LIBERTAD PERSONAL / Y PROPIEDAD
/ ASEGURADAS / FRANCO COMERCIO / Y EXTENDIDO
/ POR LA GRAN / BRETAÑA PROTEGIDO.
Trying to

respect the sequence of the words, a free translation would
be: “Divine and human laws respected, personal freedom
and property assured, free trade extended and by the Great
Britain protected.” Separated by a dash, in three lines:
BUENOS AYRES EL / 25 DE JUNIO / 1806.

The silver specimen of this medal was first published by
Enrique Peña(1) in Buenos Aires in 1921. It was in the collection
of Mr. Charles Anthony, who had bought it at Spink & Sons.
It is struck with a plain edge, weighs 23.82 grams and has a
diameter of 36 millimeters. It is holed at the center of the
star above the Holy Family as are all the medals of this group
of Political Propaganda pieces. In Argentina, many papers
have been written on this 1806 English medal as being a part
of those related to the British Invasions. It was the only one

by Fernando Chao
struck by the ultimate
losers. Undocumented
references hypothesize
that these pieces were
minted in Birmingham.
Ironically,
by
the
time the medals were
released, Buenos Aires
had been lost.

battalions from civilian
volunteers. On the 9th of
August, he proceeded up
the river to a small port to
the North of Buenos Aires
. On the following day,
he entered into the town
and, with the help of the
civilians who fought from
inside their own homes
Due to the kindness
as well as shooting from
of my friend Philip
the roofs, he succeeded in
Attwood, I have been
driving the whole British
able to trace the first
Army into the reduced
appearance of this
and dismantled colonial
medal to
Frederick
fort.
Parkes Weber’s listing
As the British ships, with
of “English Medals
their considerable draft,
by Foreign Artists,”
The British troops advancing towards Buenos Aires
could not get close to
published as number
Buenos Aires and their
238 on page 144(2). Included also is a minimal description(3).
fire from a distance was inaccurate, Beresford was forced
This reference is a true discovery, one overlooked by all of
to surrender unconditionally. His troops were sent to many
the earlier writers. Due also to Mr. Attwood’s tenacity,
small villages in the interior of that huge country and he was
the British Museum’s example was located, having been
detained with Commander Pack, his second in command.
recorded as M5283 in the 1970’s. This piece was struck in
By February 1807, they both escaped to Montevideo, at that
white metal and weighs 9.58 grams. The piercing on the
moment occupied by English troops that were preparing
reverse appears over a different letter, proving that the dies
the second occupation of Buenos Aires. (This second
were not aligned in the same position in both cases. The edge
campaign also ended in a disaster for the invaders.) After
is reeded diagonally. This piece, the only other known to exist
his defeat, Beresford had given his parole not to fight again
in a cheap metal, was acquired by the British Museum in
against the Virreinato Government and so travelled to Rio
1860 as part of the Edward
de Janeiro, where he offered
Hawkins’ collection(4).
his services to King Joao VI
of Portugal, whose court had
It is likely that these
been transferred there from
“pewter” strikes were
Lisbon.
meant to be given to the
civilian population in
1808 / 1814 – A successful
Buenos Aires to advance
project- The Spanish War
the political program that
of Independence
was proposed by Beresford.
If this inference is correct,
As Spain’s allies, French
the question then arises as
troops
commanded
by
Buenos Aires 25th June 1806, with the British political
to what was the purpose
Marechal
Junot
entered
program silver medal.
of the silver medal. Was it
Spain, traversed it and then
meant as a present to some
attacked Portugal, a British ally. The presence on the Iberian
important personage or to those with whom the General
Peninsula of such a powerful army allowed Napoleon to
wanted to ally? Perhaps it was struck as a memento for
seize the Spanish royal family and take them to Bayonne in
Beresford himself? Absent a provenance earlier than the
southern France. There occurred one of the most shameful
sale by Spink, the answer to this question must remain
moments of the Bourbons as a reigning dynasty. The Asturias
speculative.
Prince Fernando, who had deposed his father Carlos IV, was
Less than a month and a half after the invasion, the Count
Santiago de Liniers, a French nobleman serving as a naval
Captain under the Spanish, crossed to Montevideo, on the
eastern coast of the Río de la Plata, and recruited some

forced by Bonaparte to restore the crown to his father, who
then resigned in favor of Napoleon. This allowed the French
Emperor to name his brother José, then King of Sicily, as
José I King of Spain and the Indies.
March / April 2016
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TWO ENGLISH MEDALS – continued
This treacherous act of subduing
the Royal Family and then naming
a foreigner as king revolted the
populace. On the 2nd May 1808
there were in Madrid furious
popular riots with civilians fighting
just with their knives against the
guns and firearms of the French
Army. It all ended in the execution
by firing a squad of many patriots,
including priests, by King José’s
soldiers. From there, the revolt
expanded through all of Spain.

Cataluña as recognition medals and
also given by them as decorations.
We observe that, although not from
the exact die, the obverse image is
the same as that of the first medal
cited above, representing the Holy
Family and bearing the same legend
LA VERDADERA FE. The main
difference is that it is struck on a
broader flan that enables it to include
around the devices the legend VIVA
LARGO TIEMPO LA RAZA DE
LOS BOURBONES, meaning “Long

live the Bourbon dynasty.” The word
There was no place where the
“Bourbones” isn’t Spanish at all, as
invaders felt sure of their position.
its correct rendering in Spanish is
Small parties were annihilated,
“Borbones.” The mistake identifies
no prisoners were granted their
it as having an English origin, where
lives, terror expanded throughout
the spelling is “Bourbons.”
the French armies. There was
On the reverse, similar to the
practically no real front to attack or
previous medal, the legend serves as
to defend. In that troubled moment,
an explanation as to why the British
the English seized the opportunity
were now fighting together with
to enter the peninsula via Portugal.
the Spanish. In a text comprised of
Beresford had been named by King
The Viceroy Santiago de Liniers, Count of
nine lines, it states EL PATRIOTA
Joao VI of Portugal, as General in
Buenos Aires
VERDADERO / NOS ARMAMOS
Chief of his armies. He became the
PARA / ASSEGURAR NUESTROS
second in command of the British
ALTARES.
NUESTRA RELIGIÓN, / NUESTRAS
Commander General Wellington. He entered Spain with his
GLORIAS. / LA CASTIDAD DE NUESTRAS / MUGERES.
Portuguese soldiers and joined with anySpanish troops that
LA LIBERTAD / DE NUESTROS HIJOS Y DE / NUESTRA
would acknowledge his command. This unusual army corps
NACION. The simplest translation would be: “The true
was named the “Extremadura
patriot. We arm ourselves
Army.”
to assure our altars, our
religion, our glories. Our
On the 19th May 1811, Beresford
women’s chastity.
Our
defeated the Marechal Soult
children’s
liberty
as
well
at the important battle of
as that of our nation.” It
Albuera. His combined army
is a way to point out the
was enormously successful
differences between the two
and the French troops began
armies - the French, who
to retire towards the Pyrenees.
burned churches and abused
He received the appointment of
the women left behind, thus
Captain General of the Spanish
becoming the enemy, and the
army as well as the title of
British, yesterday’s enemy
Marqués de Campomayor. The
but now the most faithful
court in London also gave him
ally who, though protestant
a promotion. Whether because
themselves, are preserving
Wellington became envious
“our religion,” meaning
of his achievements or for
rd
the Catholic Church. The
other reasons, Beresford was
Francisco de Goya – “The shootings of the 3 May”
spelling
of “Assegurar” with
ordered to return to Lisbon, there
double
“s”
is
a
mistake,
no
doubt
deriving
from the English
to continue organizing the Portuguese army.
translation “assure.” The Spanish spelling is “asegurar.”
The above medal was given in only small numbers during
All of the known pieces are struck in pewter and holed in
those years. There is a theory that this one, as well as
the star, just like the Buenos Aires piece. The diameter is
another similar piece, were used by the civilian resistance in
41 millimeters and the weight, around 14.7 grams. The edge
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TWO ENGLISH MEDALS – concluded
of these pieces also presents a diagonal reeding. It was first
published in Spain in 1873 by Delgado(5) and later in 1916 by
Vives(6). The differences
in design are slight but,
in the second case, the
engraving is of a lesser
quality, though obviously
a copy of the Buenos
Aires issue.

the Spanish patriots: the Royal Dynasty, the Catholic Religion,
their women’s honor and the Nation’s freedom.

In both countries Spain and
Portugal, he had found that
Faith and Religion weren’t
accepted as synonyms. And
more important, that the
population had a profound
feeling
of
nationality
beyond
allegiance
to
The
most
striking
their
King.
It
had
been
difference is the position
Napoleon’s mistake to
of St. Joseph’s feet. In the
assume that having one of
Buenos Aires medal, they
the most abject European
Medal
without
date
(1808
/
1812)
are below the Virgin’s
dynasties on a throne, the
to
be
distributed
in
Spain
during
the
war.
foot. In the second they
Spanish people did not care
are above it. The details
who
their
ruler
might
be.
The
fight
against the Moors, which
of the clothing, the position of the Child Jesus and the
ended
in
1492,
had
united
the
different
Iberian kingdoms into
portraits are totally inferior to the original.
one nation and, as experience was to prove, their inhabitants
We arrive at an fundamental question : who was the originator would rather die than be oppressed by a foreign Emperor.
of both medals? The only high ranking British officer with
important political power on both occasions was William One final point: both medals bear the same image but the
Carr Beresford. He headed the government of Buenos Aires meanings of their respective legends are almost diametrically
and, in Portugal, he held the power that King Joao VI had opposed. The Buenos Aires medal is meant to explain a govinvested in him. Also he had been commissioned as the ernment program insisting on the principal points any Enofficer in command of the Spanish Army, with the political glishman would presume to be important: personal and trade
power that came with it. We suggest that Beresford ordered liberties. It had been wide of the mark. The second piece spoke
to the real motia repeat of the
vations of
any
image of the
Spaniard in those
Holy Family that
particular times:
he had suggested
it was a fight for
for the Buenos
their honor and
Aires medal and,
independence.
in reusing it, he
Beresford
had
had adopted the
learned a lesson.
main themes that
At left Buenos Aires 1806. Right, Spanish “The true patriot”
were important to
NOTES

(2) – Parkes Weber, Frederick – “English medals by foreign artists” – Numismatic Chronicle – 3rd Series –
Vol. XIV – Pag. 114/145 – London – 1894

declaration made after the English fleet arrived off
Buenos Ayres (on 24th June). The medal was probably distributed in Buenos Ayres to bring the English
into favor.”
(4) – Edward Hawkins (1780 – 1867) – His collection of
medals made in Britain or relating to British History
acquired by the British Museum in 1860.

(3) – Text: “General Beresford, on 27th June 1806, land-

(5) – Delgado, Antonio – “Nuevo método de clasifi-

ed with a body of troops from a British fleet, under commando of Sir Home Popham, and obtained
possession of the city of Buenos Ayres. A French
emigrant, Liniers, however, collected an army from
all parts of the country, with which, on 12th August,
he assaulted the city and forced Beresford to surrender with his army (···). The reverse legend on
the present medal, appears to refer to some English

cación de las medallas autónomas de España – Sevilla – 1873

(1) – Peña, Enrique – “Una medalla desconocida” –
Buenos Aires – 1921

(6) – Vives, Antonio – “Medallas de la Casa de Borbón,
de D. Amadeo I, del Gobierno Provisional y de la
República Española” – Catálogo de la Real Biblioteca – Tomo IV – Madrid – 1916
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How A German Became King Of England:
A Medallic History Of Religious Conflicts In Britain
by

H

BenjaminWeiss

		
e was born in Hanover, Germany,
		
and could hardly speak a word
		
of English. So how in the world
		
could George Louis, Elector of
Hanover, become king of England?1
To answer this question we must review
briefly the role religion played in selecting
the British monarchs, in particular how
the competition between Catholics and
Protestants shaped the history of Great
Britain. As has been done in the past,
in publications on the use of medals as
instruments for studying religious and
racial bigotry (Jones, 1982; Jones, 1983;
Weiss, 2008; Attwood, 2009; Attwood
and Powell, 2010; Weiss, 2011; Harding,
2011; Weiss, 2014; Weiss, 2015), we
will use historical and commemorative
medals, issued contemporaneously
with the events portrayed, as vehicles
and primary sources of information to
explore these religious intrigues.
THE ORIGIN OF THE CATHOLICPROTESTANT CONFLICT
The dispute between Catholics and
Protestants for control of the monarchy
started in earnest in England during
the reign of Henry VIII and continued
for more than a century.
At the time
of Henry’s birth in 1491, the Protestant
Reformation had not yet begun, having
been launched in Germany by Martin
Luther in 1517 and having later spread
throughout Europe by John Calvin
and other early Protestant Reformers.
Although he never visited England,
Calvin’s ministry and writings had a
powerful impact on the course of the
English Reformation.
A medal by Sebastian Dadler, one of the
foremost seventeenth century engravers,
commemorating the centennial of John
Calvin’s return to Geneva in 1541,
following his exile from his native
country of France, is shown in figure
1. On the obverse is a bust of Calvin,
the translated inscription reading, “John
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Figure 1.
Centennial of John Calvin’s Return to Geneva
by Sebastian Dadler, Germany, 1641, Silver struck medal, 55 mm
Ref: Wiecek 109; Goppel 77; Forrer I, 321; Clain-Stefanelli,1974, p. 226; Maué 46; Weiss,
BW363 (Image from Weiss Collection)

Calvin from Noyen in the Picardy, Pastor
of the Church of Geneva.” On the reverse
is Fame blowing on a trumpet holding
an open book. The right leg rests on a
plinth. The inscription around translates
as, “Teaching and Virtue Make Men
Shine Even after Death.”
HENRY VIII AND THE TUDOR
DYNASTY
Henry, like most Christians at that
time, was raised as an observant Roman
Catholic and in 1509 married the Spanish
princess, Catherine of Aragon, daughter
of Queen Isabella I of Castile and King
Ferdinand II of Aragon, also Catholics.
Catherine bore Henry a daughter, Mary
Tudor, who would ordinarily be next
in line to inherit the throne had she not
had the fatal “flaw” of being a female
at a time when there was no established
precedent for a woman to accede to the
English monarchy. Because Catherine
could not conceive the son that Henry
craved for his heir, Henry determined to
divorce her. The Pope, however, forbade
the divorce.
Henry broke with the
church in Rome, divorced Catherine and
married Anne Boleyn. As a result, the
Pope excommunicated Henry, prompting
Parliament to pass laws proclaiming

the sovereignty of England and making
Henry ‘the only supreme head of the
Church of England,’ a momentous event
that ushered in the English Reformation.
The establishment of Henry as head of the
Church of England was commemorated
in 1545 by the issuance of a gold medal,
thought to be the first medal made in
Britain (Figure 2). The legend in Latin
around the edge of the obverse is divided
by royal emblems and translates as,
“Henry VIII, King of England, France2
and Ireland, Defender of the Faith3,
and under Christ, the Supreme Head
on Earth of the Church of England and
Ireland.” On the reverse can be seen the
same message in Hebrew and Greek, the
other two languages of the Bible, thereby
providing religious legitimacy to Henry
as head of the Church of England.
Like Catherine, Henry’s second wife
Anne Boleyn also failed to bear him a son.
Although they did have a daughter, the
future Elizabeth I, Elizabeth’s monarchy
did not begin for more than a decade, long
after Henry executed Anne on trumpedup charges of sexual indiscretions, and
married Jane Seymour.
Jane Seymour gave Henry a son, Edward,
who was raised a devout Protestant and

reverse shows Mary personified as Peace,
near scales implying Justice. The legend
translates as, “Sight to the Blind, Peace
to the Timid.”

Figure 2.
Henry VIII, ‘Defender of the Faith,’ as Head of the Church of England
by Henry Basse, England, 1545, Gold struck medal, 54 mm
Ref: Eimer 26a; MI i, 47/44; Evelyn 88, IV
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

A pivotal event in Elizabeth’s reign was
England’s defeat of the Spanish Armada,
Catholic Spain’s mighty maritime fleet,
for which a medal was issued in 1588
(Figure 4). This medal was made at a
time at which Elizabeth’s and England’s
power was particularly strong — after
the death of some of Elizabeth’s Catholic
enemies, including Mary, Queen of
Scots, and following the neutralization
of Catholic France and the Vatican.

who inherited the crown at Henry’s death.
However, Edward died of tuberculosis at
the age of sixteen years after willing the
crown to Northumberland’s daughterin–law, Lady Jane Gray, in a failed
attempt to exclude his Catholic
half-sister, Mary Tudor, from the
monarchy.
As Edward did not
marry and had no issue, in 1553
Mary Tudor became Queen of
England, France and Ireland, as
Mary I.
Mary ascended to the
throne because although male
primogeniture had been the practice
in England, it was not the law; i.e.,
women were not explicitly barred from
inheriting the crown in England, as they
were in France at that time.

The medal, shown in figure 4, depicts
a bust of Elizabeth, full face, bedecked
in jewels and holding a scepter and orb.
The legend translates as, “No Other
Circle in the Whole World More Rich.”
The reverse shows a tree uninjured by
lightning and wind, with sea monsters
below, the legend reading, “Not Even
Dangers Affect it.”

Mary I, a devoted Catholic, married
Philip II of Spain, a union that was
opposed by those who objected to
her marrying a Catholic.
Mary
determined to reestablish papal
authority and restore Catholicism
to England. She revived heresy
laws and ordered the murder of
many citizens who had converted
to Protestantism, earning her the
appellation ‘Bloody Mary.’
A gold medal of Mary, engraved
by the Milanese medallist Jacopo da
Trezzo, is shown in figure 3. On the
obverse one can see a half-length figure
of Mary Tudor, bedecked in jewels,
the legend reading “Maria I, Queen of
England, France and Ireland, Defender
of the Faith.” Despite her persecution of
Protestants during her reign, the medal’s

Mary Tudor was succeeded to the throne
by Elizabeth I, the daughter of Henry and
Anne Boleyn. Elizabeth reestablished
Protestantism and in 1559 passed the Act
of Supremacy, which revived the antipapal statutes of Henry VIII and declared
Elizabeth supreme Governor of the
Church. Plots to murder Elizabeth and
replace her with a Catholic — namely,
Mary, Queen of Scots (Mary Stuart), the
daughter of King James V of Scotland
— resulted in Mary’s eventual execution.

THE STUART DYNASTY

Figure 3.
Mary Tudor State of England
by Jacopo da Trezzo, England,
Gold cast medal, 69 mm
Ref: MI i, 72/20; Eimer 33; Scher 54
(Image courtesy of Morton and Eden)

As Elizabeth had no offspring, the next
in line to the throne was James I (James
VI of Scotland), the son of Mary, Queen
of Scots, and her second husband, Henry
Stuart, Lord Darnley, making James the
first of the Stuart dynasty. Both Mary
and Darnley were great-grandchildren
of Henry VII of England through
Margaret Tudor, the older sister of Henry
VIII. Although Mary and her husband
were Roman Catholics, there is some
controversy about James’ beliefs, the
consensus being that James was not only
Protestant but actually opposed the Pope
and wrote vehemently against Roman
Catholicism.
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Figure 5. The Gunpowder Plot
Unattributed engraving of Guy Fawkes and fellow conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot, 1605
(Mary Evans Picture Library)

being from France and England (the lily,
the symbol for France and the rose for
England). The legend on the reverse,
around the Hebrew Jehovah, “Thus, the
Keeper of James Has Not Slept,” is taken
from Psalms, “He That Keepeth Thee
Will Not Sleep,” again using Scriptures
to magnify its impact.

Figure 4. Elizabeth I — Dangers Averted:
Defeat of the Spanish Armada
by Nicholas Hilliard, England 1588, Gold
cast medal, 53 mm x 61 mm
Ref: Eimer 61Aa; MI i, 154/130
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

The Gunpowder Plot
Because of his purported anti-Catholic
views, a group of enraged English
Catholics, including Guy Fawkes, shown
here in a contemporary engraving (Figure
5), attempted to assassinate James and his
family by blowing up the House of Lords.
The plot, which has become known as the
Gunpowder Plot of 1605, failed. This led
to renewed reprisals against Catholics
and the execution of Guy Fawkes for his
role in this conspiracy.
The failed Gunpowder Plot and the
expulsion of the Jesuits from Holland was
commemorated in Protestant Holland in
1605 by the issuance of a medal shown
in figure 6. The snake on the obverse,
situated among lilies and roses, represent
the intrigues of the conspirators as
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Figure 6.
The Gunpowder Plot by Unknown artist.
Netherlands, 1605, Silver struck medal, 30 mm.
Ref: Eimer 86; MI i, 196/19; van Loon II, 22;
Med. Hist, 30/7
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

The historical importance of the
Gunpowder Plot is evidenced by the fact
that Guy Fawkes Day was celebrated over
a century later as Pope Day in colonial
Boston, with parades and burned effigies
of the pope, and it is still observed in
some towns in Britain with parties,
fireworks and exploding gunpowder.
A medal of James I, likely a naval reward
medal, is shown in figure 7. On the
obverse is a three-quarters bust of James,
with the usual inscription: James, by the
Grace of God, King of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland. The design on the
reverse inscribed, May it Stay Safe Among
the Waves, is thought to symbolize the
state of the nation after the disturbances

Figure 7. James I, Naval Reward
Executed by an unknown artist, England, c.1620,
Silver cast medal, 42mm x 49 mm
Ref: Eimer 101A; MI i, 233/96.
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

caused by the Protestant Reformation.
It is noteworthy that James, being king
of both England and Scotland (as King
James I of England and King James VI of
Scotland), combined the two thrones for
the first time. As such, he was head of
both the Church of England and Church
of Scotland.

Figure 8. Execution of Charles I
by Unknown artist, ca.1649, oil on canvas
(Image from National Galleries Scotland)

In the New World, James may be
remembered as the monarch who, in
1607, established the first permanent
English community in the Americas,
the Jamestown settlement in the Colony
of Virginia. Globally, James is perhaps
best known as having sponsored the
translation of the Bible for the Church of
England that was to bear his name, the
Authorized or King James Version of the
Bible. Begun in 1604 and completed in
1611, this version of the Bible became the
most widely printed book in history.

James died in 1625 and was succeeded
by his son Charles.
When Charles
married Henrietta Maria, the Catholic
sister of Louis XIII of France, it raised
renewed fears of a Catholic succession
to the throne among the Puritan leaders
in Parliament.
Charles had other
disagreements with Parliament as well,
such as his insistence on the ‘divine right
of kings’ and his attempts to impose
Anglican Liturgy on Scotland. These
latter events triggered the Bishops’ Wars,
which, in turn, served as a prelude to the
English Civil Wars.

The English Civil Wars
These and other clashes with Parliament
precipitated the English Civil Wars led
by those in Parliament (Roundheads)
who sought a constitutional monarchy to
replace the absolutist monarchy sought
by Charles I and his followers (Cavaliers
or Royalists).
Oliver Cromwell, who entered the English
Civil War on the side of the Roundheads,
emerged as the military and political
leader of the rebels and established the

Figure 9.
Charles I Memorial
by Heinrich Reitz, Saxony, 1649,
Silver cast medal, 75 mm
Ref: Eimer 159; MI i, 350/209; Platt and Platt I, 259
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)
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Commonwealth of England.
As a
‘commoner’ he was designated, not
as King, but as “Lord Protector of
the Commonwealth of England,
Scotland and Ireland.” He was a
Puritan who strongly believed
in what he called ‘liberty of
conscience,’ and accordingly had
a generally tolerant view toward
other Protestant groups. Cromwell
prevailed over the Royalists, Charles
surrendered, was tried for treason, and in
1649 was beheaded as a tyrant and public
enemy to his people. His son, the future
Charles II, escaped into exile.
Figure 8 shows a contemporary painting
of the execution of Charles I in front
of the Banquet Hall. It is thought to
be based on eye-witness accounts and
contemporary engravings.
The inset
pictures on the left show Charles as he
appeared at his trial, and below, Charles
walking to the scaffold. Those on the
right show the moments immediately
after the execution: the axeman holds up
Charles’s severed head while spectators
hurry to dip their handkerchiefs in
royal blood.
The central image,
with the swooning woman, hints at a
parallel with the crucifixion of Jesus
of Nazareth. (Description taken from
nationalgalleries.org)
More than a dozen medals were issued
to memorialize the gruesome death of
Charles I, some from England and some
from continental Europe.

Commonwealth Period

Figure 10. Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector
by Thomas Simon, England, 1653,
Silver struck medal, 39 mm
Ref: Eimer 188a; MI i, 409/45; van Loon II, 367
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

One such medal, executed in Saxony by
Heinrich Reitz, the younger, bemoans
his execution (Figure 9). The obverse
shows conjoined busts of King Charles
and his wife Queen Henrietta Maria. On
the reverse can be seen Charles’ severed
head, crown and scepter lying beneath a
seven-headed monster, symbolizing the
intensity of the animosity of Charles’
enemies who urged his beheading. The
legend around reads, “Alas, what a madness this is of the rabble!,” expressing the
dismay of Charles’ supporters for what
the ‘rabble’ has done. (The seven- headed monster may derive from the wild
beast with seven heads, which represents
the worldwide political system, as introduced in Revelation 13:1).

Many medals were issued to
commemorate the rule of
Oliver Cromwell during the
Commonwealth Period, one of
which is shown in figure 10. It
was executed by Thomas Simon
to commemorate Cromwell’s
elevation to the Protectorate. The
obverse inscription around his bust
reads, “Oliver, by the Grace of God,
Protector of the Republics of England,
Scotland and Ireland.” The reverse
shows a lion supporting the shield of the
Protectorate, the shield bearing the Cross
of St. George, Cross of St. Andrew and
an Irish harp. The legend repeats a not
uncommon sentiment, “Peace is Sought
by War.”
Another medal, issued in Holland,
specifically to note the ‘commoner’
ancestry of Oliver Cromwell, is shown
in figure 11. On the obverse Cromwell
is seen being crowned between two
soldiers. A cartouche, below, is inscribed
“Oliver Cromwell, Protector of England,
Scotland and Ireland 1658.” The reverse
shows the Neopolitan, Tommaso Aniello
(Masaniello), being crowned between
two sailors.
A cartouche, below, is
inscribed “Masaniello, Fisherman and
King of Naples 1647.”
This medal was inspired by the rise to
prominence of these two commoners,
something considered remarkable
in the 17th century: Oliver Cromwell and
Tommaso Aniello.

Figure 11.
Oliver Cromwell and Masaniello
by O. (Wouter) Müller: England/ Italy, 1658,
Silver cast medal, 70 mm
Ref: M.I. i, 432/78; Eimer 198; Jones, “Art of the Medal,” 51/110;
Med. Hist. Engl. 64/10; Weiss, BW178
(Image from Weiss Collection)
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Tommaso
Aniello,
called Masaniello, was
a fisherman, turned Neapolitan
revolutionist, who led a revolt of the
lower classes. The reverse of this medal
compares Masaniello’s revolt with that
of Cromwell’s in England, which like
that of Cromwell’s, was short lived. Of
further interest, is the artist’s rendition
of the two figures, who are depicted as
having a striking physical resemblance.
Cromwell’s rule ended with the
Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660
in the person of Charles II, the son of
Charles I.
Restoration of the Monarchy

Figure 12.
Embarkation of Charles II
and His Court at Scheveningen on
His Restoration to England
by Pieter van Abeele, Dutch/England, 1660,
Silver cast medal, 70 mm
Ref: Med Ill, i, 455/44; Van Loon II 462; Eimer
210; Scher (1997), 33/20; Weiss, BW410
(Image from Weiss Collection)

(His Majesty Departed from Holland
by Scheveningen to His Own Kingdom,
in the year 1660, 2 June). The reverse
legend, IN NOMINE MEO EXALTABITUR
CORNU EIUS. PSAL[mo]. 89 (In My
Name Shall His Horn Be Exalted; Psalms
89:240) uses a passage from the Bible to
lend religious strength to his return to
England and his restoration to the throne.

Following the death of Cromwell in 1658,
the demand for the restoration of royalty
increased. Charles II, son of Charles I,
invaded London and forced Parliament to
dissolve. In order to regain the monarchy,
Charles issued the Declaration of Breda,
in which he promised religious toleration
and amnesty for his enemies. Parliament
agreed to the Declaration, and in 1660
Charles left Scheveningen, a port city in
Holland, and triumphantly returned to
England, as is shown in the medal by the
Dutch artist Pieter van Abeele (Figure
12). Like others by this medallist, this
medal is made of two embossed plates,
chased and united by a broad rim.
On the obverse is a bust of Charles, full
facing, with his usual titles. The reverse
depicts his fleet under sail; above, Fame
with a trumpet and scroll inscribed,
SOLI DEO GLORIA (To God Alone
the Glory).
Below, a shell inscribed
in script, S[yne]. M[ajesteyt]. is uit
Hollant van Scheveling agfevaren naer
fyn Coninryken A[nn].
1660 Juni 2.

The crowning of
Charles II in 1660
as King of Great Britain,
France and Ireland formally ushered
in the Restoration of the Monarchy in
England. His reign was marked by great
societal tragedies, such as the Great
Plague of London in 1665 and The Great
Fire of London in 16664, as well as by
protracted political and religious unrest.
Not the least of these was the continuation
of the long-standing Catholic-Protestant
hostilities.
In an effort to preserve royal power,
Charles antagonized many in the largely
Protestant community by accepting
secret subsidies from his cousin, Louis
XIV of France, the Sun King, in exchange
for promoting Roman Catholicism.
To this end, in 1672, Charles issued a
Royal Declaration of Indulgence, which
attempted to introduce religious freedom
for Catholics and Protestant dissenters.
The English Parliament was not so
inclined and forced him to withdraw
it.
Perhaps to dissuade Charles’
further attempts at religious toleration,
accusations were raised that Catholics
were scheming to kill the king; one of the
more notorious of these slanders became
known as the Popish Plot.
The Popish Plot

Figure 13.
Engraving of a pilloried Titus Oates
(Wikipedia)

In 1678, Titus Oates, a renegade Anglican
priest, fabricated the so-called Popish
Plot, falsely accusing a group of Catholics,
particularly Jesuits, of conspiring to
massacre Protestants. He also asserted
that they planned to assassinate King
Charles II and replace him with his
Roman Catholic brother James. As a
result of his accusations, a number of
Catholics were tried and executed.
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Oates was ultimately accused of
manufacturing this tale, and after a
lengthy trial, he was found guilty of
perjury. A contemporary engraving
(Figure 13) shows the punishment
meted out to Titus Oates for this
crime.
Several forms of propaganda were
issued during this period to support
Oates’ calumny, including the commemorative
medal illustrated in figure 14. The obverse of
this medal shows a janiformed head, composed
of a Jesuit (a Roman Catholic order of priests),
wearing a biretta, and a monk, wearing a cowl,
with the legend asking, “Why So Fickle.” The
five faces on the reverse represent members of
King Charles’ cabinet, who were sometimes
referred to as the CABAL, an acronym for their
names (Lord Clifford, Lord Ashley, Duke of
Buckingham, Lord Arlington and the Duke of
Lauderdale (Eimer), and a word still used today
to mean ‘a secret political clique or faction’.
The legend reads “Birds of a Feather Flock
Together.” (Janiform refers to the Roman god
Janus, who had two faces looking in opposite
directions: to the future and the past.)
The case of Titus Oates became more
perplexing and anti-Catholic fervor increased
still further when the English magistrate
Sir Edmundbury Godfrey was found dead.
Godfrey was an Anglican charged to hear the
deposition of Oates, and during the hearing
appeared to question the validity of Oates’
testimony. Shortly thereafter, Godfrey was
found impaled on his own sword. Further
examination revealed marks on his neck,
suggesting he was strangled by his own
cravat. It was believed the apparent suicide
was concocted and the general
sentiment held was that he was
murdered by Catholics.
A medal issued at that
period (Figure 15)
shows, on the obverse,
two hands strangling
Godfrey with his own
cravat, the legend
reading, “Edmundbury
Godfrey, by his Death
Re- Established the State.”
The reverse depicts someone
strangling a prostrate Godfrey,
the murderer being blessed by the Pope
who is holding a document labeled BVLLO
(referring to a Papal Bull, a decree issued by a
Pope of the Catholic Church; it is named after
the lead seal (bulla) that was appended to the end
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Figure 14.
Popish Plot by
George Bower, England, 1678,
Silver struck medal, 36 mm
Ref: Eimer 260a; MI i, 579/252
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

of the decree in order to authenticate
it). The legend translates as, “Such
Could Religion Do.” On the edge
of the medal (not visible) is an
inscription that reads, “The
Christian Atlas Sustains the
Faith with a Broken Neck,” which
Medallic Illustrations interprets as:
Godfrey is compared to Atlas, who
required his whole vigor and strength to
sustain the world, while Godfrey sustained the
true faith with a broken neck.
James II and the Catholic ‘Problem’
On the death of Charles II in 1685, his brother
James II ascended to the monarchy. James’
religious proclivities were more complicated
than those of Charles. Several years before
James’ accession to the throne, he had married
Anne Hyde, a Protestant who bore him two
daughters — later these two would become
monarchs in their own right as Anne, Queen
of England, Scotland and Ireland, and Mary
II, who shared the monarchy with her husband
William III of England. When James’ wife
Anne Hyde died, he remarried, this time to
the devoutly Catholic Mary Beatrice (Mary of
Modena) (Figure 16).

Figure 15.
Murder of Sir Edmundbury Godfrey
by George Bower, England, 1678,
Silver struck medal, 39 mm
Ref: Eimer 257a; MI i, 577/247
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

Figure 16.
Tribute to James II
and Queen Mary
by George Bower, England,
1685, Lead cast medal, 54 mm
Ref: M.I. i, 612/21; Weiss,
BW16; Unlisted in Eimer
(Image from Weiss Collection)

The medal shows on the obverse the conjoined
busts of James II and Mary of Modena. The
reverse inscription repeats a poem by Archibald
Pitcairn, a physician, who was a loyal adherent
of the Stuarts. This medal is composed of
two pieces of lead, both cast, and according to
the description in Medallic Illustrations (MI i,
612/21), may be unique.
Unlike Charles, James II, while supporting
religious tolerance, maintained a strong
adherence to the Roman Catholic
faith, but his zealous piety
and his determination to
impress
Catholicism
on his subjects was to
prove his downfall. For
within days of James’
accession, Protestants
were rallying around
the illegitimate son of
Charles II, James Scott,
First Duke of Monmouth,
whom they believed should be
king.
The so-called Monmouth
Rebellion was easily quashed and Monmouth
was beheaded, as shown in a contemporary
drawing on a playing card (Figure 17) and by
the issuance of a medal (Figure 18).

Figure 18.
Death of Dukes of Monmouth and Argyle
by Regnier Arondeaux, England, 1685, Silver struck medal, 61 mm
Ref: Eimer 281; MI, i, 615/27; van Loon III, 307
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)
Figure 17.
Execution of Duke of Monmouth
on Tower Hill Playing Card, 1685
(wikipedia)

A silver medal by the Flemish medallist
Regnier Arondeaux, memorializing
the deaths of Monmouth and his coconspirator Archibald Campbell, the Earl
of Argyle, is shown in figure 18.
On it one can see on the obverse James
dressed as a Roman general.
He is
resting on a pedestal surmounted with
scepters and emblazoned with a royal
shield.
The legend reads, “Let us
Defend our Alters and Scepters.” On
the reverse are the severed heads of
Monmouth and Argyle, resting on two
blocks; their decapitated bodies are
at the feet of Justice, suggesting that
their beheading was an act of justice.
Troops flee in the distance.

response, many turned against the King,
with the Protestant Parliament aligning
themselves with James’ Protestant
daughter Mary (Mary was the daughter
of James’ first wife Anne Hyde, a
Protestant who raised her daughter in the
same faith), and her husband William of
Orange, also a Protestant.
In the same year that James imprisoned
Archbishop Sancroft and the seven
bishops, Mary of Modena gave birth
to a son, James Francis Edward Stuart,
later dubbed ‘The Elder Pretender’.

The Glorious Revolution
The hereditary justification for the
accession of William and Mary to
the throne of England derives from
their parents. In 1641, William II of
Orange, a Dutch Republic Stadtholder,
married the Princess Royal, Mary
Henrietta Stuart, the eldest daughter
of Charles I of England. At the time
of their marriage, William was 15 and
Mary just 10 years of age (Figure 19).

Continuing his religious campaign,
James had Catholics promoted to highstatus positions and appointed the
‘Bloody Assizes’ to execute, torture
or enslave Protestant rebels, thereby
ending the Monmouth Rebellion.
A critical turning point in the reign of
James II came in 1687, when James
issued the Declaration of Indulgence,
which granted religious tolerance
to Catholics and non- conformists.
Several prominent bishops in the clergy
objected to such religious forbearance
and refused to support James, acts for
which Bishop Sancroft and seven of his
fellow bishops were imprisoned in the
Tower of London (see Weiss, 2011). In

This was to complicate James’ position
even further, for the mainly Protestant
populace in England now feared that a
Catholic dynasty would be established.
They therefore encouraged the overthrow
of James and, in 1689, invited the
Protestant couple, William III of Orange
and his wife Mary (later King William III
and Queen Mary II) to depose James and
assume the monarchy, in what became
known as the Glorious Revolution (see
Weiss, 2014).

Figure 19. Betrothal of William II of Orange and
Princess Royal, Mary Henrietta Stuart
Oil on canvas by Anthony van Dyck, 1641
(image from Wikipedia)

A medal by the German engraver
Johann Blum, celebrating this
marriage, is presented in figure 20.
The obverse shows the young couple
holding hands.
Cherubs, beneath
rays emanating from a dove of the
Holy Ghost, are holding wreaths of
myrtle. A scene with a palace is in the
distance. The reverse depicts William
in the form of Pallas, attended by an
archangel with a sword. He tramples
upon Bellona, Goddess of War, and
receives an olive branch from Mary in
the character of Peace, accompanied by
Cupid and Ceres, Goddess of Plenty.
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Figure 20.
Marriage of Princess Mary to William of Orange
by Johann Blum, England, 1641, Silver struck medal, 72 mm
Ref: Eimer 137; MI i, 287/100; v. Loon II, 251; Scher 15; Weiss, BW817
(Image from Weiss Collection)

In 1650, Princess Mary gave birth to a
son, William III of Orange (the future
King William III of England). Depicted
in figure 21 is a medal by the Dutch
medallist Pieter van Abeele of Mary
and her son. On the obverse is a bust
of Mary on a field decorated with roses
and thistles, the legend reading “Mary,
by the Grace of God, Princess of Great
Britain, Dowager of Orange etc.” On
the reverse is a three-quarters bust of
William, as a child of four years of age,
wearing a hat decorated with jewelry and
ostrich feathers; the bust is surrounded
by a broad wreath of oranges. Below,
on a ribbon, is written, “William III, by
the Grace of God, Prince of Orange, etc,

in the Year 1654.”) This William married
another Mary, the daughter of James II of
England. It was this latter couple who
were invited by prominent Protestant
figures in England to replace Mary’s
father James II as sovereigns of Great
Britain.
In 1688, William III of Orange,
encouraged by a union of English
Parliamentarians and backed by a 15,000
man army, landed at Torbay, a port on
the east coast of Great Britain, along the
English Chanel.
William’s landing at Torbay was
memorialized by the issuance of several

medals, one of the more intriguing of
which, from the iconographic standpoint,
is shown in figure 22.
On the obverse William is depicted
as a Roman Emperor, who is seen
stomping on the serpent of Discord.
Britannia is shown wearing a triple
crown, representing the kingdoms of
England, Scotland and Ireland. On the
armorial shield of Britain is an orange
tree (representing William of Orange)
entwined with roses (Tudor rose) and
thistles (the floral emblem of Scotland).
In the distance are King James and
Father Petre in flight, with Petre carrying
the young Prince James Stuart, who

Figure 21.
Princess Mary and Prince William (III) of Orange
by Pieter van Abeele, Netherlands, 1654, Silver cast medal, 65 mm
Ref: Eimer 192; MI i, 417/55; v.Loon II 375; Scher 18; Weiss, BW813
(Image from Weiss Collection)
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is playing with a windmill. The
legend translates as: “God
our Protector, Justice our
Companion.”
On the reverse, boats are
landing troops near a
harbor, with a fleet of ships
in the distance. The legend,
as translated “Against the
Child of Perdition,” along
with that in the exergue “The
Naval Expedition for the Liberty
of England, 1688,” express the
sentiment that England is liberated
from Catholicism.

a changeling and, therefore, not the
rightful heir to the throne.

Figure 22.
Landing of William
of Orange at Torbay
by Regnier Arondeaux, England, 1688,
Silver struck medal, 49 mm
Ref: Eimer 298; MI i, 639/65; Milford Haven 1919, 77; van Loon,
III 355 (Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

The interesting and complex symbolism
of this medal puts into focus the major
issues of the period. It is described in
Medallic Illustrations (MI i, 639/65) as
follows: “This medal commemorated
the landing of William of
Orange asserting that
his expedition was
undertaken ... probably
against the Pope,
who was popularly
looked
upon
as
Antichrist, called by
St. Paul the Son of
Perdition. The object
of the invitation to
William was to defend
England from James’s
attempt to establish Popery,
and its attendant, arbitrary power.
James was believed to have acted by the
advice of Father Petre, his
confessor; and the young
Prince was reported to be
the son of a miller, and he
is, therefore, represented
with a small mill as a
toy.”
In order to buttress the
argument that the young
Prince James was not the
true heir to the throne,
King James’s enemies
developed an elaborate
theory that a live
newborn from another
mother had been slipped
into Mary of Modena’s
bed in a warming pan to replace
her own stillborn child and was
presented as the male heir to the
throne, a contrived story that became

to be known as the Warming Pan Plot.
The medal’s representation of Prince
James as the son of a miller plays into
this suggestion that the son of James II
and Mary of Modena was

Figure 23.
Battle of the Boyne
By Jan Luder, The
Netherlands, 1690.
Silver struck medal, 57 mm
Ref. Eimer 327, MI I, 715/134; van loon IV, 5
(Image from Baldwin; courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

Figure 24.

The landing of William
with his troops at Torbay
led
soon
afterwards,
in 1690, to his decisive
victory at the Battle of
the Boyne at a site near
Dublin in predominantly
Catholic Ireland, where James
had gathered his forces.
This
battle was recorded by numerous
medals, one of which, by the Dutch
medalist Jan Luder, demonstrates
how a single medal can reveal the
essence of the battle (Figure 23).

As may be seen, the obverse depicts a
bust of William with the legend already
bearing his titles as king of Great Britain,
France and Ireland. The reverse
shows the triumphant equestrian figure of William
about to cross the River
Boyne. Fleeing in the
background with their
troops are figures labeled Jacob (James
II) and Lausun (Antoine Nompar de Caumont, duc de Lauzun,
the French commander). On the ground lay
William’s commander, Marshal Friedrich Schomberg (a Huguenot who was compelled to leave
France in 1685 because of the revocation
of the Edict of Nantes by
Louis XIV) and George
Walker (an English soldier and Anglican priest),
both of whom died in
the battle.
The legend,around,
translates
as, “He Appeared and
Disbursed Them;” the
exergue reads, “Ireland
Freed, 1690.”

A Lost Cause: Flight of King James II after the
Battle of the Boyne
by Andrew Carrick Gow. Oil on canvas.

The defeat of James’
supporters in the Battle
of the Boyne prompted
James to flee Ireland for
France (Figure 24), where
he remained in exile until
his death in 1701.
Apparently, James fled to France while
his Irish allies were being massacred
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artist, shows on the obverse William and
Mary seated, each holding a scepter and
orb. On the reverse are three figures
representing the captain, lieutenant and
ensign of the City Guard of Amsterdam,
with the armorial shield of the city, above.
The Dutch inscription on the reverse
translates as: “In Remembrance That on
the Day of the Coronation the Guard Was
Kept by the Company of Mr. Bernard
Muikens” (Captain Muikens commanded
the City Guard).
Figure 25.
Flight of Prince James
by Jan Smeltzing?, Dutch, 1688, Silver struck medal, 59 mm
Ref: Eimer 299; MI i, 644/73; van Loon, III. 367
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

by William III’s forces, earning James the
unflattering nickname ‘Seamus a’ chaca,’
which translates as ‘James the be-shitten,’
or ‘James the shit’ in current vernacular
(from thestuartkings.tumblr.com)
A medal describing the flight of James
II is shown in figure 25. This piece,
thought to be struck in Holland by the
Dutch medallist Jan Smeltzing, serves
as another example of how simple, but
clever devices on a medal can tell a
powerful and complicated story. The
obverse shows Britannia, adorned with
roses and thistles, welcoming Minerva,
goddess of wisdom, who is holding the
shield of William III of Orange. In the
foreground is a crowned shield with a
column decorated with a head of the
Lion of England and surmounted by the
Cap of Liberty. Ships are seen in the
background, and above are beams from
heaven. The Latin legend translates as,
“Great Britain Delivered, Restored, and
Supported by the Naval Expedition of the
Dutch.”
On the reverse is seen an eagle casting
out a bird from her nest, with two eaglets
remaining.
William’s fleet is in the
distance. The imagery combined with
the legend, INDIGNUM EIICIT (It Ejects
the Unworthy One) connotes that the
discarded bird is a gosling, representing
the young Prince James Stuart, who,
as mentioned earlier, was rumored to
be a changeling; the two eaglets still in
the nest symbolize the two remaining
daughters of James II, the future
monarchs Mary and Anne. The wreath
of roses and oranges that form the border
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represent England and the Netherlands,
as the Tudor rose is the Heraldic emblem
of England, and the oranges, the Dutch
House of Orange-Nassau.
With the arrival of William and the hasty
departure of James, Parliament was now
free to welcome William and his wife
Mary as co-sovereigns of England. As
a condition for his ascendency to the
monarchy, William agreed to obey the
Declaration of Rights (later called the
Bill of Rights), which among other things

Another piece, issued in the year of their
coronation by the English medallist
George Bower, more explicitly refers to
the couple’s religion as important to their
ascendency to the monarchy (Figure 27).
On the obverse are conjoined busts of
William and Mary, with the inscription
including the phrase, “Defenders of the
Faith.”
The reverse shows a statue of William
III in Roman garb, holding a model of
a church. He is standing on a pedestal
inscribed, “More Durable than Brass.”
On either side of the pedestal are figures
of Time and History; over him are rays
from heaven, with the legend providing
an echo with the refrain, “He

Figure 26.
Coronation of William and Mary at Amsterdam
by unknown medallist: England/Netherlands, 1689, Silver cast medal, 61 mm
Ref: Eimer 309A; MI i, 678/54; v. Loon III, 390; Weiss, BW811
(Image from Weiss Collection)

assured the English people he would not
become a Roman Catholic.
The coronation of William and Mary was
celebrated both in the Netherlands and
in England by the issuance of several
coronation medals.
One of these,
produced in the couple’s home country
of the Netherlands, is shown in figure 26.
The silver cast medal, by an unknown

Comes Down from the Lofty Heaven.”
An edge inscription, which appears
on some versions of this medal, refers
more definitively to this shining couple
replacing the ‘Catholic tyrant’ James, as it
states, “While this Double Constellation
Shines, Dark Tyranny Flees.”
Even after the coronation, the Jacobites

and not without considerable opposition.
The search for an heir to the English
throne resulted in the finding that the
closest blood relatives of Anne, more
than 50 in all, were either female or
Catholic. The search continued until
finally a male Protestant relative was
uncovered: distant indeed, and foreign no
less, but a male Protestant nevertheless.
ENDNOTES
Figure 27.
William and Mary, Restorers of the Anglican Church
by George Bower, England 1689, Silver cast medal, 50 mm
Ref: Eimer 307b; MI i, 658/18; van Loon III, 383
(Image courtesy of Christopher Eimer)

still fought to regain the crown for
James, until in 1690 William dealt them
a decisive blow with his victory at the
Battle of the Boyne, an event that is
considered of such importance it is still
celebrated in the unionist community of
Northern Ireland.
The Act of Settlement5
Despite their defeats, the descendants of
James II continued their quest to regain
the crown for a Catholic. To prevent
this from happening, in 1701, as William
and Mary were without heirs, Parliament
passed the Act of Settlement.
This
act had the effect of assuring, through
legislation, that only Protestants could
succeed to the English throne, thereby
maintaining the continuous and perpetual
Protestant dominance of the monarchy.
(For more on the Act of Settlement, see
Endnote 5).
In that same year as the Act of Settlement
was made into law, James II died in exile,
the last Stuart monarch in the direct
male line (Queen Anne being the last
Stuart monarch). Mary of Modena fled
to France with her son, James Francis
Edward Stuart, and worked tirelessly to
advance his claims to the English throne.
In 1702, after the deaths of Mary II and
William III, the monarchy was assumed
by Anne, the second daughter of James,
Duke of York (later King James II), and
Anne Hyde. Although her father was
a Roman Catholic, Anne was reared an
Anglican at the insistence of her uncle,
King Charles II. Despite the fact that she
was a female, Anne inherited the crown,
her birthright and religion trumping her

disadvantage of being a woman.
Anne married Prince George of
Denmark (Figure 28) but, although she
had many pregnancies, she died without
any surviving children. The long line of
Stuarts ended, and the succession to the
monarchy in England was thrown into
disarray.
With the passage of the Act of Settlement,
the long and fitful battle between the
Catholics and Protestants for domination
of the monarchy came to a resolution in
favor of the Protestants. Although by
law the new monarch must be
a Protestant, after Anne’s
death the succession
of a Protestant heir
to the throne was
not obvious and, as
one might predict,
it did not occur
without considerable
opposition from the
Catholic community.

1. That a foreigner (defined here as
someone born outside the British Isles)
should become the monarch of England
was not unique to this period. It had
happened before and would happen
again. In Britain’s early history there
was Canute the Great (1016-1035), born
in Denmark, the son of Forkbeard of
Denmark. Canute later also ruled the
kingdoms of Denmark and Norway.
William I (The Conqueror) (1066-1087)
was born in France.
A descendant
of Viking raiders, William conquered
England in the famous Battle of
Hastings, becoming the first of the House
of Normandy. Stephen of Blois (11351154), though the grandson of William I,
was born in France. Henry II was also
born in France. He married Eleanor of
Aquitaine and established the House of

Figure 28.
Anne and Prince George of Denmark by John Croker,
England, 1702,
Silver struck medal, 42 mm
Struck from two obverse dies
Ref: M.I. ii, 233/14; Milford Haven, 1919,118;
Van Loon IV-346; Eimer 392; Weiss, BW329
(Image from Weiss Collection)

To summarize, here were the
‘problems’: Although Queen
Anne was raised a Protestant,
her father James II was a
Catholic, and as Anne died
without issue, there was no
obvious successor. The next in line from
the hereditary standpoint might well have
been James Francis Edward Stuart (later
called by his supporters James (III), the
Elder Pretender), the son of James II and
his second wife, Mary of Modena, also
a devout Catholic. Since James Francis
Edward Stuart was also a Catholic, a
Protestant heir must be found, and was,
but only through a rather convoluted route

Plantagenet. Richard II (1377-1399) was
born in Bordeaux, Duchy of Aquitaine.
Edward IV (1461-1483), the first of the
House of York, was born in Rouen,
Normandy. He was the son of Richard,
Duke of York, who was involved in
the War of the Roses, a dynastic battle
between supporters of the two rival
branches of the House of Plantagenet, the
Houses of Lancaster and York. William
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III (1689- 1702), was born at the Hague,
the Netherlands.
He ruled England
jointly with his wife as William and
Mary following what has become known
as the Glorious Revolution. A medallic

Gratia’ (abbreviated D.G. or Dei. Gra.),
Latin for ‘By the Grace of God,’ which
is present in almost all of the medals of
British monarchs, suggest that it was God
who chose and anointed monarchs, and

related to the signing of the Declaration
of Independence is shown below. On
the obverse is a high relief, Jean-Antoine
Houdon-style bust of George Washington,
and on the reverse is a scene taken from

Figure Y
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
by Charles Cushing Wright, USA, ca 1880
Bronze (copper electrotype) medal, 92 mm.
Ref: Baker 53F; Jaeger and Bowers 77/66; Musante CCW-80A;
Weiss BW383 (Image from Weiss Collection)

history of this period has been published
(Weiss, 2014). Besides George I, the
main subject of this discourse, his son
George II (1727-1760) was also born at
Hanover, Germany. Although Queen
Victoria married Albert, a descendant of
the German dynasty of Saxe- Coburg and
Gotha, Albert never became monarch.
In 1927, during the First World War with
Germany, they changed their name to
Windsor, beginning the current House of
Windsor.
2. The reason the words ‘King of
France’ are inscribed on the medals of
English monarchs, including that of
Henry VIII, dates back to 1340, during
the reign of Edward III. Early in the
100 years’ war, Edward led several
campaigns in France, won a great naval
battle in which he destroyed essentially
all the French navy, and claimed the title
of King of France. This designation,
which was included in the titulature and
heraldry or all English monarchs from
that point on, continued until 1801.
3. The expressions ‘Defender of the
Faith,’ as shown on this medal, and ‘Dia
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that they ruled in His name and with His
blessing (in Christian parlance,
‘By His Grace’).

John Trumbull’s picture of the Committee

The concept of ‘the divine
right of kings’ was to play an
important role in the religious
conflicts in Britain and in the
several attempts to depose
monarchs, such as the Catholic
James II. During the Glorious
Revolution of 1789 this doctrine
virtually disappeared from
English politics.
The notion of ‘the divine right
of kings’ also conferred upon
the monarch the ability to
impart onto coins and medals
the power to heal, leading to the
production of ‘Touch Pieces’.
Opposition to this principle
of divine rights was clearly
in evidence when Thomas
Jefferson, in formulating the
American
Declaration
of
Independence, wrote that “all
men are created equal.” A medal
by Charles Cushing Wright

Figure x.
The Great Plague of London
By unknown artist, 1665 (Image from Wikipedia)

Figure xx.
The Great Fire of London
by Lieve Verschuier, Dutch, 1666, Oil on canvas, Museum of
Fine Arts, Budapest

remarkable
threedimensional
view
of the interior on
the reverse.
The
lengthy legend in the
exergue summarizes
its history, including
the Great Fire of
1666: FOUNDED VII
CENTURY. BURNT
XI
CENTURY.
REBUILT
IN
STONE XII AND
XIII
CENTURY.
AGAIN
BURNT
1666. REBUILT IN
ITS PRESENT STATE

of Five, led by Benjamin Franklin and
Thomas Jefferson, making their report
of the Declaration of Independence to the
Continental Congress of 1776.
4. During the reign of Charles II, an
epidemic of the bubonic plague visited
London (Figure x). Known in history
as The Great Plague of London, it lasted
from 1665 to 1666 and was responsible
for the deaths of some 100,000 people,
almost
one-quarter
of
London’s
population.

As excerpted, the Act of Settlement
states: “And whereas it hath [been] found
by Experience that it is inconsistent with
the Safety ... of this ... [Kingdom] to be
governed by a Popish Prince or by any
King or Queene marrying a Papist ...”
That all and every person and persons that
is ...or shall profess the popish religion,
or shall marry a Papist, shall be excluded
and be for ever [uncapable] to inherit ...
the Crowne ... of this Realme ... and
the said Crowne ... shall ... descend to
... Protestants as should have inherited
... the same in case the said person or
persons so reconciled ... or Marrying as
aforesaid ... were naturally dead.”
According to these provisions, on the
death of Queen Anne, the next in line
to inherit the throne would be George
Louis, Elector of Hanover, he being the
first male, Protestant descendent through
his mother Sophia, Electress of Hanover,
who was the granddaughter of King
James I of England through her mother,
Elizabeth of Bohemia.

This monumental tragedy was followed
soon afterwards in 1666 by the Great Fire
of London, a conflagration that all but
eradicated the medieval city of London
(Figure xx). The seventeenth century
painting below shows the Tower of
London on the right and London Bridge
on the left, with St. Paul’s Cathedral in
the distance.
As this painting shows, among the
many beautiful buildings destroyed in
the fire was St Paul’s Cathedral. This
magnificent edifice was later to be rebuilt
from designs of the highly acclaimed
English architect Sir Christopher Wren.
A medal of Wren’s masterpiece was
struck in 1849 by the Belgian medallist
Jacques Wiener (Figure xxx).
This
medal is one of a marvelous series of 50
pieces by Wiener entitled “Medals of the
Most Remarkable Edifices of Europe,”
representing the principal monuments of
Europe at that time. As with the others
of this series, the medal of St Paul’s
Cathedral depicts the exterior of the
cathedral on the obverse and a detailed,

to the throne of the Kingdom of England.
The major ones were: 1) that there would
be male-preference primogeniture, i.e.,
that males would precede females in line
of succession; 2) it prevented a “papist”
(Roman Catholic) from inheriting the
English throne; and 3) it removed those
who had married Roman Catholics from
the line of succession.

The Act of Settlement applied not only
to England and Ireland but, as a result
of the Act of Union between England
and Scotland, passed in 1707, applied
to Scotland as well. Indeed, following
British colonization, these laws were put
into effect in all other Commonwealth
realms.

Figure xxx.
ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL IN LONDON
by Jacques Wiener, England, 1849,
Bronze struck medal, 59 mm
Ref: Van Hoydonck 49; Eidlitz 182/1075; Reinecke 34;
Weiss BW244 (Image from Weiss Collection)

1675-1710. ARCHIT. CHRIST. WREN.
5. Act of Settlement: The Act of
Settlement, passed by Parliament in 1701
(Figure xxxx), listed several conditions that
must be fulfilled before one could ascend

As stated in Wikipedia: The treaties that
created the Kingdom of Great Britain in
1707 and the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland in 1801 specifically
applied these provisions to the new
British throne. Article II of the Acts of
Union 1707 stated that the “Succession
of the Monarchy” is settled by the Act of
Settlement 1701, and the ban of “Papists”
from inheriting the throne was to continue
according to that Act. Article 2 of Acts
of Union 1801, again maintained that
the succession rules in place in the new
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
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Ireland should be “continued
limited and settled in the same
manner.”

Finally, one is tempted to
compare the religious attitudes
of England during this period
These provisions remained as
with those of Islam today.
settled law in Great Britain
As was so aptly recognized
for more than 300 years, until
in an article from BBC
modified by recently passed
History Magazine (Vol 12,
acts, the major one by the
no 8, p22, 2011;The Tudors),
Succession to the Crown Act,
.”..
Islam today in certain
which was brought into force
eastern communities, not only
in March, 2015.
The act
prescrib[es] ritual observance
removed the stipulation that
and required behavior but
males would precede their
also provid[es] a matrix of
elder sisters from the line
thought and ideas. Religion
of succession and no longer
in 16th-century England was
disqualifies a person from
similarly embedded in society
succeeding to the Crown if
and similarly formative. The
they marry a Roman Catholic.
axiom was ‘one nation one
faith’ and hence controversy.
Figure
xxxx.
The Succession of the
Facsimile of the Act of Settlement sent to Electress Sophia of Hanover
Which faith? Tolerance was
Crown Act retains, however,
(Wikipedia)
not an option. Today it would
the provision of the Act of
be monstrous to burn someone because of their view.
Settlement requiring the monarch to be a Protestant.
The Tudors thought otherwise; the disagreement
Thus, the discriminatory practices preventing atheists
was over who to burn.”
and all the other non-Protestant religions, including
Catholics, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, etc.,
etc., from acceding to the British monarchy still
applies.
HOW A GERMAN BECAME KING OF ENGLAND
Part 2: HANOVERIAN DYNASTY INCITES JACOBITE REBELLIONS
Introduction to Part 2:
And so it came to pass that George Louis, Elector of Hanover, Germany, though more
than 50th in line to the English throne, but being the first in line of those who were a
male Protestant, became George I, King of Great Britain, France and Ireland.
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A MEDAL FOR A MEDAL – A MYSTERY

R

ecently on eBay, the writer purchased an Exhibitors
Medal issued at the Crystal Palace Exhibition held in
London, England in 1851. As a collector of all exhibition medals issued to Canadians, I checked to see if this medal fit the criteria. It was inscribed on the edge “ U.S.A. No.
89.” Normally I would pass but decided to check further to
see who # 89 was. His name was Nicholas Gevelot, a sculptor
from Philadelphia, PA. Here begins the mystery.
Gevelot was born in France
c1800 and, like most European sculptors, learned his craft
in Italy. We were unable to
find any reference as to his
motivation for immigrating
to the United States. It can
only be surmised that it was
opportunity to earn a living as
a sculptor. A Francois Victor
Gevelot exhibited a bust of
William Shippen at the Philadelphia Academy in 1822
and there has been speculation that this Gevelot may be the
same person as Nicholas Gevelot. In 1826, Nicholas Gevelot
exhibited a small model of Alexander Hamilton in Philadelphia. Apparently the final large statue of the
same subject was to be placed at the Merchant’s
Exchange in New York City.
As will soon be shown, Gevelot was to
receive several disappointments in his career. Robert Ball Hughes was awarded
the New York statue of Hamilton leaving Gevelot on the outside. As in the
case with most artists, he made proposals on various projects. Much like
tendering today, time frames, costs,
etc. would be included. One project
he did accomplish in the 1820’s was
a bas-relief in sandstone of William
Penn’s Treaty with the Indians. It
is located in the Capitol Rotunda in
Washington. This was arguably his finest piece of work. In 1828, he completed
a marble relief representing Apollo and
his lyre on the front of the Arch Street Theatre in Philadelphia.
Added to his works were busts of Lafayette and
Hamilton and by the early 1830’s, he was working on a
model for an equestrian statue of Washington but was unable
to persuade the Library Committee of Congress to commission it. This was another setback to challenge his confidence.
He did, however, manage to be awarded a commission to
sculpt a full body work of Stephen Girard of Philadelphia.

by Geoffrey Bell

Girard was a very successful businessman and philanthropist,
who endowed Girard College, a residential school for impoverished orphans. The commission was awarded in 1833 but
not completed until 1846. Perhaps his intense involvement
on this front is one reason he lost out on numerous commissions at the time. The finished work sits in the Greek inspired
building named Founder’s Hall on the College, campus with
his interred body beneath.
In 1850, Gevelot offered to design a bronze medal of President Zachary Taylor. He
produced an example and
presented it to the Congress’ Committee on the
Library for approval. In the
minutes of August 7, 1850
of the Journal of the Senate,
a Mr. Shields submitted the
following resolution for
consideration:
Resolved, that the Committee on the Library be
instructed to examine a bronze medal of the late President
of the United States, General Zachary Taylor, the workmanship of Nicholas Gevelot; and if, upon such
examination, the said Committee shall deem it
worthy of the hero and the statesman it is
intended to commemorate, that the said
Committee be authorized to procure as
many copies as they may seem proper
for the Library and the various offices of the government in the City of
Washington.
Gevelot once again was unsuccessful with this proposal. Taylor, of
course, was the 12th President of
the United States. He was born in
Virginia and rose quickly in rank in
the United States Army. Nicknamed
“Old Rough and Ready”, Taylor was
assigned to posts during the War of
1812 , but later won widespread popularity as a general in the Mexican War.
Elected President in 1848, he often found
himself in discord with the establishment
in Washington on domestic issues. Taylor
died in 1850.
Having failed to convince the Committee on the Library to accept his Taylor medal, we believe it entirely possible that Gevelot submitted his medal to the US Exhibition
Committee to be displayed at the Crystal Palace Exhibition.
He succeeded as his medal was exhibit # 200 sent on the
American frigate St. Lawrence commanded by Joseph Sands.
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A MEDAL FOR A MEDAL – continued
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There were 413 exhibits on board.
We know the medal was bronze. Quite likely, it was uniface
with the bust of Taylor on the obverse. We have searched museums and archives in Philadelphia, Washington, New York and
New Haven for such a piece with no success. Its present whereabouts are unknown. The judges in London did not award a
Prize to Gevelot’s medal, so perhaps the Library Committee of
Congress was correct as to its merit.
The final chapter has yet to be written on Gevelot or his Taylor
medal. Perhaps he became discouraged with the world of Art
because, from 1849 to 1863, he participated in expeditions to
the West to study Indian ethnology and linguistics. He settled in
Washington for a brief time, eventually ending up in New Haven, Connecticut. His ethnological materials and drawings are in
the collection of the Smithsonian Institution. Nicholas Gevelot
died in 1873, a rather enigmatic figure in American sculpture.
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T

  here is a symbiotic, chicken-and-egg relationship
between collecting and scholarship. Scholars wouldn’t
have something to study without the material amassed
by collectors; yet collectors would hardly know what is worth
collecting without checking on scholars’ work; initially
unsystematic, collecting gets focus and direction thanks to
scholarship.
Over time, as methods of analysis advance, and as previously unknown
objects come to
light, scholars
challenge their
previous conclusions
and
alter the cultural canon. Perhaps to illustrate
the process, some
twenty years ago the
Met mounted a major
exhibition titled “Rembrandt/
Not Rembrandt in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art.” About half of the Met’s paintings
acquired as “Rembrandts” are no longer
considered to be by him. The larger
message, of course, is the power of labels: a talented apprentice trained to
work in Rembrandt’s style could paint
“Rembrandts” of purest water, yet
those are valued far less than Rembrandt-painted ones. The other point
is that attributions are in equal part art
and science: Hubert von Sonnenburg,
the conservation expert who co-authored
the catalog with art historian Walter Liedke, confessed that they disagreed on the proper attribution of four paintings discussed in their
joint work. The aesthetic assessment of overall style bumps
against the hard facts of paint layer composition, and the
two do not always chime. And, of
course, there are consequences for the collector. Shelling out a heap of cash for
a Rembrandt, only to
wind up with a Hoogsraten is not too pleasant, though getting a
Rembrandt for the price
of a Hoogsraten would be
thrilling indeed.
Just as with Rembrandt,
Pisanello’s work is also subjected
to scholarly re-evaluation. The same tools are being used

by Lev Tsitrin
for analysis: assessment of style, subjective by nature, and
the scientific examination of materials used. Luke Syson
and Dillian Gordon dedicate the last chapter of their book
on Pisanello to the subject of attribution, discovering in the
process the helping hand of an assistant in a few medals previously thought fully autographic, and re-attributing several
medals to the workshop.
There is nothing wrong
here – that is what
scholars do. Yet
examining the
pieces I recently got – electrotypes
of
the obverses
of two re-attributed medals – made me
take a careful
look at the Syson/
Gordon
argument,
and dispute not just their
conclusions but much of the
evidence itself. If I were a professional art historian, and those were newly-discovered
pieces instead of replicas of existing
ones, we would have in what follows an
instructive example of the dynamic of
newly-collected pieces challenging the
scholarly status quo.
I wouldn’t have batted an eye if
Syson/Gordon focused just on style;
but the re-attribution was based on
scientifically measurable fact. There
is a definite difference between two
British Museum casts, in bronze and in
lead, of the medal of Alfonso of Aragon
with a boar hunt reverse. The boar’s tusks are
shaped differently; and more significantly to their
argument, there is a clear difference in the facial features on
the obverse. The nose is smaller in the lead cast, and the chin
has a dimple. This leads them
to reconstruct the creation
of those medals roughly
as follows: (1) Pisanello
starts modelling, but is
forced to switch to some
other task. Needing
to meet a deadline, he
delegates the work’s
completion to assistants;
(2) as requested, they finish
the model, and cast the British
Museum’s bronze example; (3)
Pisanello examines it, is unhappy with the (presumably too
March / April 2016
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LET’S BE FAIR – continued
realistic) result, and corrects the shape of Alfonso’s nose and
chin in the model to make the profile conform to Alfonso’s
profile in other medals and (4) casts the British Museum’s
lead example, which is to his liking.
		Which all makes perfect sense – except that this
reconstruction takes the shape of the profile in the bronze
example completely out of the context of that example’s
overall quality. Yet even the most
cursory glance reveals that
something must have been
wrong with it, since it
is extensively chased
– the hair and the eye
are articulated by cold
work. A second glance
– at the lettering – tells
exactly what went wrong.
The
letters
between
seven and five o’clock show
doubling (the lettering in the
lead example – is perfectly crisp). So what must h a v e
happened was this: while the model was being impressed or
later removed from the mold, it slipped, thus blurring the
obverse. Hence, the need arose for post-cast chasing. And
hence, the assumption that the bronze example adequately
reflects the surface of the model is
wrong. To compare the two is to
compare a blurred, smudgy
impression of the model
with its crisp impression;
it
is
the
proverbial
comparison of apples with
oranges. While Pisanello’s
apprentices may have been
involved in modelling this
medal, such cannot be deduced
from these two examples – one poorly cast and the other
superbly cast.
Slippages from a mold that serve to misrepresent the
finished medal aren’t uncommon. I cited in the past the
instance of the Victoria and Albert example of Pisanello’s
John Palaelogos medal in which the shape of the nose, lips,
and details of the costume – the buttons on his kaftan are
duplicated – are rather grotesquely distorted, making me
wonder at why that piece had not been immediately remelted, and at how such a demanding collector as George
Salting purchased it, and at how come George Hill chose this
example to illustrate the medal in his Corpus. Interestingly,
returning to the Alfonso medal, Hill illustrated the lead in
his 1905 monograph, but chose the bronze for the Corpus,
thus enshrining it as a prototype example despite its obvious
inferiority.
Not noticing the poor casting of the obverse was an
honest mistake However, the argument that is used to
attribute to Pisanello’s workshop, on compositional grounds,
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Alfonso medal with the birds of prey reverse is simply
unfair: it is based on rhetoric, not fact. Per Syson/Gordon:
“The obverse, significantly in high relief, is a somewhat
random assemblage of elements rather than a unified
composition. The perspective on the crown and helmet are
different, the helmet colliding with the back of king’s head.
His shoulder-plate clangs clumsily against his chin. The date
looks particularly odd, neither
aligned with the crown nor
successfully holding to the
horizontal. The reverse
shows a similar lack of
judgement in the placing
of the inscription and in
defects of composition.
Especially noteworthy
is the section where the
nose of the deer is crushed
between the wing and head of
the two birds of prey and where
the branch pokes into the vulture’s breast.” While much is,
of course, in the eye of the beholder, why are the helmet
and the crown called “random elements?” Don’t they serve
a clear symbolic function of specifying the sitter’s kingly
rank, and his means of arriving at it – and for that matter, his
readiness to defend it? Any
element in any Pisanello medal
can with the same justification
be called “random.” And it
is simply not true that the
helmet collides with the
back of king’s head – not
only does it not touch it, but
there is a half-millimeter gap
between its rightmost point and
Alfonso’s hair. Likewise, there is
over a millimeter-wide gap between the chin and the tip of
the shoulder-plate in the medal, although to think in this way
is to fail to understand basic perspective. While the surface
of the medal is flat, what it depicts is three-dimensional,
and understanding that there is depth to what’s being shown
is absolutely essential. The shoulder-plate is located a full
shoulder-width away from the chin, and cannot possibly
touch it or “clang” against it, just as a person shown large
in a picture because he is in its front cannot possibly crush
with his heel a seemingly tiny house seemingly right under
it – because that house is in fact miles away in the depth of
the picture, and safely out of his heel’s reach. Perspective
can play interesting tricks, and should always be taken into
account when reading an image.. (Not to mention that the
exactly identical shoulder plate in one of Pisanello’s two
Sigismondo Malatesta medals elicited no suspicion of studio
involvement in its manufacture.). And while I don’t have a
cast or electrotype of the reverse, and can only look at the
photo, the criticism of the reverse seems also based more

LET’S BE FAIR – concluded
on rhetoric than fact. “Lack of judgment in the inscription’s
placing?” Words “liberalitas” and “augusta” to which this
apparently refers contain an odd number of letters which
thus cannot be symmetrically distributed around the central
figure of the eagle, unless middle letters “a” and “u” are split
in half – which the artist was apparently unwilling to do. To
say that “the nose of the deer is crushed between the wing
and head of the two birds of prey and
… the branch [it actually is the
buck’s foot] pokes into the
vulture’s breast” is to again
misread the elements that
are placed in the depth
of the image, and are
behind the birds. In
fact, the reverse is very
intelligently organized.
The body of the buck is
held in its position by its
front legs thrown behind the
tree stump on which the eagle is perched, and the birds of
prey are placed around buck’s lower body laid out on the
rocks. The eagle is thus placed, as it were, at the head of the
dinner table that is the buck’s body, other birds filling the
space below, mirroring the seating arrangements of an actual
royal banquet. Come to think of it, here is a pretty amazing
composition, which leaves nothing to criticize. What is left
after the rhetorical flourishes
are gone, is the position of
the century, (CCCC) on the
obverse, which is indeed at a
ten-degree angle to the year
XLVIIII. This is the only
factually indisputable defect
in the medal. Is this slip
sufficient for reattributing
the medal to the workshop?
Perhaps – yet let us at least
be fair and clearly state that
this is the only real reason
for reattribution, and let it
convince those whom it can
convince.
Of course, sometimes
we just have to agree to
disagree. I can only look at a
picture, yet I presume that the
Syson/Gordon
observation
of the “profound differences
between the medal of
Leonello with a three-faced
putto reverse and the others
in this series [i.e. the five
medals made for Leonello
d’Este]” is accurate, and that

its modelling indeed “has a softness and flaccidity foreign
to [other medals by] Pisanello … The lettering is unevenly
sized and lacks the crispness of the legends of other Leonello
medals …” However, I am in no rush to agree that “one must
therefore deduce another hand at work.” For one, what style
is suitable for modelling something as soft and round and
smooth as a plump child’s face? Form proverbially follows
function; “softness” in depicting
a baby face sounds just right.
And it makes sense that
styles of obverse and
reverse be uniform.
Problems with lettering
are not any more
pronounced then on
several other Pisanello
medals.
And
the
supporting
argument
that the drawing which
depicts several versions of
the three- headed putto is a workshop production can be
countered by the evidence from an autographed drawing
also reproduced in the book – a gruesome one that depicts
hanged men seen from several positions, at the bottom of
which there is a careful sketch of a boy whose facial features
– full cheeks, chin, nose, and hair look rather suspiciously
like those of the three-headed boy. There is no reason to
assume that Pisanello couldn’t
refer to it when modelling the
Leonello reverse. But, again,
this is where one can agree
to disagree, just as the Met’s
Sonnenburg and Liedke did
in the case of their jointlyauthored work on Rembrandt.
It is of course right and
proper for a scholar to look at
works critically, and reattribute
them, no matter how hurtful
that may be to a collector’s ego
(or purse). Truth matters. But
justice matters too. The pursuit
of the truth should involve just
means. While iconoclasm may
be necessary (and fun), let us
still be fair when engaging
in it, and not sacrifice
factual accuracy of the
argument to a desire to make
revolutionary
conclusions.
Give to apprentices the credit
that’s due to them; yet leave
to Pisanello that which is
Pisanello’s. I think that is fair.
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